
Potluck and Dance Tonite
Maybe this record will remind you to attend. It includes ten of my favorite 
dance figures called to three of the very best dance bands I have ever 
danced to. There is a bit of other dance music included, as well, to round 
out the evening. I hope you find the whole thing good to listen to.

In case you find yer calling (pardon me) these figures and calls are good 
ones to start with. The instructions to the dances and the words for all the 
calls are enclosed. You will not find my calling free of mistakes, nor will you 
find that everything goes perfectly on the dance floor every time around. 
However, when the last note of the tune and the last step of the dance are 
done, we'll all be standing in exactly the same spots we started out in, and 
the only thing that will make any difference will be if we all had a good time.

About patter calling:
The call becomes part of the music, with occasional words leaping out to 
keep the dance floor informed, so that you never have to think about what 
happens next- you're free to just have a good time. Patter calling allows the 
dance to change every time around, as it is not tied to the phrase of a 
particular melody, but can weave in and out of any eight bar fiddle tune, in 
a variety of ways, as you will hear. Calling is about the fourth most fun thing 
there is. Dancing comes first, and playing music for dancing comes second.
The fun in calling is two-fold. You get to watch a sea of smiling dancers 
kaleidoscope the floor, and you get to lose yourself in the task of calling. 
Picture one square two measures ahead of the music, another two 
measures behind, and the caller has eight syllables to pull them both back 
on to the mark without interrupting their fun, and those eight syllables really 
should rhyme, and have the most significant words land on the tune in the 
most punctuated place, with a tone of voice and tune which keeps 
everybody glad they're dancing.

THE GYPSY GYPPO STRING BAND
A dance party concert or boogie band around Seattle since about 1973 in a 
variety of configurations. Tracy Schwartz is standing in for me on guitar 
while I call, and he sure does a grand job of it. The Gyppos have a record 
on Bay (#209) with songs and dance tunes.
Rob Naess and Armin Barnett, fiddles
Warren Argo, banjo



Jerry Mitchell, mandolin
Sandy Bradley guitar

THE ARM AND HAMMER STRING BAND
A strong driving dance and concert band from around Burlington Vermont 
since about 1973. They have a great record on Fretless (#136). They put 
just the right flavor on our two days of recording at the Barn by warming up 
the room with lots of good dance music as we all arrived.
Pete Sutherland, fiddle
Joel Eckhaus, guitar, mandolin
Hilary Woodruff, piano, bass
Sid Blum, banjo, banjo-guitar

TRACY SCHWARTZ
Tracy's music is available all over, lucky for us all. He plays with the New 
Lost City Ramblers, Strange Creek, and with his family and others on a 
new record made just especially for clog dancers (and calling practice too)
on Folkways (#6524) called  "Dancing Bow and Singing Strings." The 
amiable and expert musicians which he settled into a band as if by magic, 
just for this record are:
Paul Brown of Mt Kisko, New York, on banjo
Sue Thompson, Seattle, Wash, guitar
Hilary Woodruff, of Arm and Hammer, bass

Thanks to all those dance musicians for the great music. Thanks to all the 
communities which loved and took care of them as they learned to be 
dance musicians, and who treasure them still, I'm sure. My personal thanks 
to all those who came along to be the dancers in the studio who I could call 
to (and who'd dance so quietly, but not dully, and with encouraging smiles) 
to make the figures come out even.

Side A
1. Upper Lehigh
Choose your partners for a polka. Armin learned this one from C. Peter 
Kraus. Gypsy Gyppo String Band
2. Kansas City Reel/Bill Cheatham
The first dance is Lady Ballonet. Ballonet means "little balloon" I think, 
perhaps because the figure expands as each couple is added. The "do si 



do" here is the variety we do at home, which looks a lot like a "do pas so" 
when done with three or four couples. The other figure offers both the lady 
and the gent a great ride n the wings of centrifugal force, and then the 
exhilarating opportunity to swing anybody on the dance floor, which adds 
the spice of chaos to any dance. Gypsy Gyppo with Tracy on guitar
3. Fiddler's Reel. The dance is a "divide the ring" type figure, which I like to 
call early in the evening to settle folks into the symmetry of the square.
4 Danced All Night. Hank Bradley says he used to have dreams in which I 
called this figure all night long. It is a more recent type of figure, including 
the "Box the Gnat Move", and keeping all four couples moving all the time. 
Tracy et al.
5. I Only Want a Buddy Not a Sweetheart (Bob Shelton, Joe Shelton, Sid 
Robin) This is my favorite song, which has been a cliche of good intentions 
for generations. Gypsy Gyppo String Band
6. East Tennessee Blues The Texas Star called here is out and around in 
many variations. The star and the turns make a nearly cuddly dance. Tracy 
et al.

Side B
1. Chinese Breakdown/Wooden Nickle (Mark Gaponoff 1979)
I call these two dances together as a "snake medley."
The first tip is called "Garden of Eden" and the second "The Rattlesnake 
Twist." Thanks to Mark Gaponoff, Seattle fiddler and caller, for writing 
Wooden Nickle. Gypsy Gyppo with Tracy on guitar
2. Puncheon Floor/Cheat or Swing
Two of my favorite dance tunes, and my very favorite figure. Pete's fiddling 
here would be enough to goose the most genteel partner into a daring 
choice of cheating swingers. Arm and Hammer
3. Because, Oh Just Because (Edward H. Jones)
Choose partners for a one-step. The Poplin Family inspired our singing of 
this one. It conjures up images of the Grange dances  we used to play for 
in Kansas. Warren, lead vocal, Sandy tenor, Tracy and Hilary.
4. Liza Jane The figure is Shoot the Owl. This cut gives credence to the 
legend that the fiddler is allied with the devil, and that there can be grave 
danger in dancing to fiddle music. Choose your partners for a bit of vertigo.
5. Chilly Winds (Bodie Wagner, 1979) Riley Puckett, a favorite of mine, 
sang a song like this, but the words just didn't fit in my mouth. Bodie 
Wagner wrote me these words that fit in exchange for a shirt that fit. He 



complains that whenever he takes a breath on stage to blow his harmonica, 
the shirt unsnaps, baring his chest. I guess we're even, cause I had to go to 
auctioneering school to learn to say "The rich man sleeps in satin sheets" 
without making a spitting fool of myself or saying something untoward.
Gypsy Gyppo String Band


